
1998 | Special Visual Effects have been used to create grand 
scale environments since the beginning of film. Dark city 
streets to towering skyscrapers, fleets of spaceships to mas-
sive sea vessels. As far back as 1898 during the dawn of 
film, filmmakers used miniatures (a.k.a. models), a special 
effect technique still used today, to create key events that 
had recently occurred in the Spanish-American War. Nota-
bly he sinking of the battleship, Maine. Other techniques, 
matte paintings and now in the past decade computer gen-
erated imagery (CGI) have been widely used to represent 
grand scale environments in film. In recent years the rise 
of CGI and sophisticated animatronics and puppetry from 
Stan Winston Studios to Jim Henson’s Creature Shop, has 
led character modeling and animation to the forefront of 
the special visual effects industry. This can be witnessed in 
landmark visual effects films: Terminator 2’s morphing ter-
minator, Jurassic Park’s dinosaurs, the titular character in 
Dragonheart, Babe’s talking animals and the vicious aliens 
in Starship Troopers. With such future potential still vis-
ible, many clearly see 3D CG characters as the highlight 
of visual effects. In addition the depiction of pyrotechnics 
and fantastic science fiction effects, has somewhat taken 
the spotlight away from the use of special effects to create 
grand scale environments. Furthermore the creation of such 
environments using visual effects techniques is often over-
looked and under appreciated. Understandably though, if the 
effects crew has done its job well, the integration of effects 
and other live action film elements should be absolutely 
seamless and realistic. While CG character animation may 
be heralded as the future of visual effects, the creation of 
grand scale environments can be just as difficult with great 
future potential. The demands placed on the effects crew 
have become increasingly challenging and the sheer level 
of detail and epic scope demanded by some directors for en-
vironments, as seen in James Cameron’s Titanic, highlights 
the difficulty involved of handling such as a massive task.

The use of miniatures, matte paintings and CG im-
agery to create grand scale environments has always been 
necessary and will continue to be. The primary reasons in-
volve monetary constraints and control over the filmmak-
ing process. Producing actual full-scale sets is a costly pro-
cess, and when the director wishes to show the action on 
a large canvas, special visual effects techniques come in. 

REALIZING EPIC FILM ENVIRONMENTS: MINIATURES 
By Oliver Zeller

Miniature Scene from Fritz Lang’s 1927 Film, Metropolis

The  ability  to alter models, matte paintings and CG effects  allows greater freedom and changes  to take place, for creative 
or bureaucratic reasons. Even  filming at certain locales in recent years has become more problematic, and special visual 
effects have provided the answer. With the greater capability available  in  this arena of effects, the demand  of  these techniques 
has produced more elaborate and realistic means to simulate these large scale environments. It all began with miniatures.



Early Film

Constructing miniature scale versions of large 
structures has been a staple of special visual effects 
since the very beginning of film. They provide a flex-
ible and cost effective method of creating large struc-
tures such as sea vessels, aircraft, spaceships and cities.

In the 1920’s, the German film industry began im-
plementing false perspectives, cleverly using this tech-
nique and miniatures to create vast backgrounds behind 
the foreground set and characters, later seen in famous 
films such as the closing scene of Casablanca where 
the background plane was a large cardboard miniature.

Perhaps the most memorable and influential imple-
mentation of miniatures during the silent film era was in 
Fritz Lang’s classic 1926 film, Metropolis with special 
effects supervised by Eugen Schufftan. Large-scale min-
iatures were effectively used to create the enormous sky-
scrapers that represent the metropolis of the future. This 
large miniature scale was rare at the time and more close-
ly matches the scale used in current day miniatures. This 
greater scale meant more elaborate detail which made 
the miniatures appear far more convincing on film, argu-
ably the most convincing to that date. The design of the 
futuristic city later inspired other futuristic miniature cit-
ies, the most widely recognized being Ridley Scott’s 1984 
film Blade Runner which depicts Los Angeles in 2019. 

Futuristic Cities 
From Blade Runner to The Fifth Element

Famed special effects supervisors Douglas Trum-
bull & Richard Yuricich headed the effects work on Blade 
Runner, which even to this day features highly convincing 
special effects that arguably could not be surpassed on a 
shot per shot basis using newer techniques. The stunningly 
detailed miniatures were built with a philosophy involving 
decay. Pipes and other machinery were simply added onto 
buildings over existing broken parts, rather than replacing 
them as the older pieces broke down. While the detail and 
design of the city was excellent, it was the handling of the 
cinematography, with the impressive lighting and cam-
era motion used to capture the miniatures that put Blade 
Runner at the forefront of miniature and optical effects. 

The lighting considerations alone required a great 
deal of creativity since shots of the final miniature (9x9x2.5

A Spinner descends into 2019 Los Angeles in Blade Runner

feet) that represented the massive mile high pyramid structure, the Tyrell Building, would have required thousands of 
thousands of lights. Obviously lighting these all individually and lining the models with fiber optics was not the most ideal 
solution. Instead a previously made foam-core mockup was utilized by creating new acrylic template patterns based on the 
mock-up. These templates were later pushed into rubber molds that had been specially treated with a primer coat and opaque 
fluid, and clear casting resin was poured in. This resulted in several pieces that were transparent except for the outer surface. 
Using a variety of chiseling style tools, the opaque paint was scraped off in designated areas where windows existed, though 
a random pattern was followed so the lights wouldn’t be visible behind every window. With a 2K light source behind this, the 

effect was complete. However other lighting techniques were 
used for the distinctive buttresses on the same model. These 
were built over light boxes and included layers of high-con-
trast film and multiple brass sheets, all with different patterns.

For photography, unique techniques were also imple-
mented, particularly the aerial views of the dark city. The 
miniature structures were tilted at a considerable angle, 
propped against various odd objects and held in place using 
cables, so each building at varying angles would appear cor-
rectly with the barrel distortion of the camera’s wide-angle 
lens. The camera then shot these miniatures among smoke, 
a common miniature trick to help add depth and realism. 
Separate motion control passes were taken for the inclu-
sion of a variety of effects. Such a setup allowed for some 
intriguing camera motion signified by the memorable spiral 
tracking of a spinner as it landed atop Police Headquarters. 

The use of miniatures to represent cities has contin-
ued well into the 90’s, indicated by the 1995 film Inde-
pendence Day, which won an Academy Award for Best 
Visual Effects. With groundbreaking visual effects from 
Terminator 2 in 1991 and Jurassic Park in 1993, CGI was 
definitely pushing ahead and while used in Independence 
Day, all the buildings were created using miniatures. For 
the necessary destruction of various cities by the UFOs, 
miniatures were and still are favorable over using 3D mod-
eled and rendered structures on computers where particle 
systems and other effects are utilized to destroy structures. 
The chaos involved in destroying 3D CGI structures and 
creating realistic CGI explosions is an extremely difficult 
and time-consuming task. Animators often rely on parti-
cle effects, where they can control the behavior of a vast 
number of tiny objects. The downside, a huge numbers of 
particles can often be taxing on computers. While particle 
technology is constantly evolving, particles are still better 
suited for creating smaller, tighter effects including small 
fires, smoke, steam, bubbles, nebula gases, etc. Even now, 
though, live action footage of explosions and fire are popu-
lar methods for compositing or mapping explosions into 
scenes, with CGI effects being more suitable to enhance 
these explosive effects. In Independence Day a shot featur-
ing a twentieth scale miniature of The White House explod-
ing is an excellent sample of how effective miniatures and 
pyrotechnics can be. While possible on computers with tal-
ented 3D modelers and effects animators, the same level of 
destructive pyrotechnic realism at film resolution would be 
vastly more time consuming. Plus the additional computer 
system and data handling, already loaded with other work 
as they were for Independence Day, would be problematic. 
The creation of detailed sections of a vast digital city would 
involve the same problems, and so miniatures are still used 
for such film work, as seen in the incredible futuristic projec-
tion of New York City in Luc Besson’s The Fifth Element.

Mark Stetson, who worked with Trumbull on the pre-

viously mentioned film, Blade Runner, was Visual Effects 
Supervisor for The Fifth Element, whose effects won him 
and effects house Digital Domain (D2) the British Acad-
emy Award for Best Visual Effects in 1997. The bright 
daylight contrasted significantly to the dark atmosphere of 
several science fiction films depicting futuristic cities such 
as Blade Runner, Escape from New York and Lost in Space. 
This required an even greater level of detail than usually 
common in miniatures. As in Blade Runner, smoke was 
used to add atmosphere and realism, and matte paintings 
were used in the background where applicable. However 
CGI was also used on occasion for certain buildings, in 
addition to vehicles and effects composited with the min-
iature shots.  More importantly though, Digital Domain 
pre-visualized parts of the city using Side Effects Prisms 
software to aid in the layout of miniatures and better final-
ize miniature creation. With frequent practical problems 
cropping up during production and directorial changes, 
computer pre-visualization became an extremely useful 
process and was necessary for the digital cars and traffic 
control present in The Fifth Element. Pre-visualization 
helps save valuable time and resources. For Blade Run-
ner, for example, many large detailed miniatures were 
never filmed and some miniatures needed to be developed 
and added to a shot within a few hours. Had computer 
pre-visualization been available when Blade Runner was 
filmed, some of these problems may have been avoided.

Earlier this decade some were afraid that miniatures 
would be unnecessary in film, affecting many traditional 
model makers. However as with the introduction of most 
new tools, computer imagery has both advantages and dis-
advantages over previous methods. Mark Stetson noted in 
an article by Ted Elrick from Cinefex  #70 , “ as large as 
Digital Domain is, with its several terabytes of disk space 
and hundreds of CPU’s, there was still a practical element. 
A totally CG New York would have been prohibitive in 
terms of time, storage space and processing power.... Shots 
that we chose for a purely digital approach were those that 
would have been the most difficult to shoot with miniatures.” 
The use of CGI with pre-visualization and for adding any 
necessary parts to complete a shot has made it an extreme-
ly useful companion to miniatures which can be handled 
en masse easier and is more ideal for destructive purposes 
on film. In the past year, the use of miniatures has consid-
erably decreased in other areas, specifically space vessels.

Space Vehicles

Many of us have all marveled at incredible, rela-
tively realistic looking spaceships in  films from Star 
Wars to  Star Trek,  first shown convincingly in Stan-
ley Kubrick’s 1968 classic, 2001: A Space Odyssey.



Special Effects Supervisors Con Pederson and Doug-
las Trumbull modeled several miniatures of space-
craft and the moonbase where they even used parts 
from model kits due to their detail, “mix and match-
ing” them and applying them to a model’s surface.

Nearly thirty years later, miniatures were still being 
implemented by Digital Domain for Ron Howard’s 1995 
film, Apollo 13, for which Digital Domain received an 
Academy Award Nomination and won the British Academy 
Award for Visual Effects. For the rockets and modules, Vi-
sual Effects Supervisor Rob Legato used miniatures. Lega-
to explains his reasons in Tim Prokop’s Cinefex #63 article, 
“I like to shoot everything in-camera unless there’s a spe-
cific reason why I can’t. Shooting in-camera effects gives 
me a photographic quality right from the start...”, the lat-
ter highlighting an obvious problem of computer generated 
imagery where time tweaking for photo-realism and excel-
lent digital artists are required. The lack of photo-realism in 
some digital shots has hindered 3D animation until recently.

For Tom Hank’s miniseries covering the entire Apollo 
program, From The Earth To The Moon, Visual Effects Su-
pervisor, Ernest D. Farino decided to use miniatures. From 
what he had seen of CGI, he found that it looked computer 
generated rather than photorealistic, and he wasn’t a big 
fan. When visual effects studio Area 51 showed him a CG 
model of a Gemini capsule they had done for another tele-
vision project, Farino first believed it was a miniature and 
then asked them to model further elements on computers. 
This included the Mercury 7 and Agena target drone, cul-
minating in a digital astronaut modeled by Dave Carlson 
- used for a shot of the astronaut riding the target drone 
where the desired camera angle was too complex, ruling 
out live action techniques. This was a sign of the future 
in regard to miniature use for representation of vehicles.

In the first eight films of the popular Star Trek film 
series, Industrial Light and Magic (ILM) used miniatures
for the various spaceships, some of them truly spectacular. 
Star Trek was also among the first films to feature a comput-
er generated environment with the longest digital shot con-
ceived at the time in 1982’s Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan. 

Future New York City as depicted in The Fifth Element

In this film we see an entire barren moonlike body metamorph into a wondrous new world rich with life akin to Earth. 
The Star Trek films are great to study for their visual effects since one can witness the broad evolution of effects over 
an approximate twenty year time period. ILM utilized more modern technology in later Star Trek films for miniature 
creation such as laser cutting, allowing for greater precision and material variety not necessarily available several de-
cades earlier during the making of another science fiction classic, Star Wars. By the seventh and eighth film, Star Trek: 
Generations and Star Trek: First Contact, a mixture of miniatures complemented their digital counterparts. Visual Ef-
fects Supervisor John Knoll, famous as a co-creator of the popular image editing software, PhotoShop, was concerned 
with the battle damage shown on the CG ships.  As Knoll stated to Kevin Martin in Cinefex #69, “[while] I was fairly 
satisfied with the CG damage seen in Generations... which was pretty much just painted black markings and scorch-
ing.  But this time, I had Alex Jaegar start with practical materials in order to create those elements. He took sheet 
metal and blasted it with a torch; then he tried all kinds of other materials to get a variety of detailed and realistic burn 
marks that we could use as textures on the CG models.” Using photographed textures is common among digital artists. 
Creating textures practically in this fashion and even using miniatures to capture textures, also done in First Contact,

helps greatly in making a CG model appear photorealis-
tic in a time efficient manner. This shows the additional 
importance that miniatures have in the creation of CG 
models. Often miniatures will be used to create CG mod-
els by overlaying a grid surface across the miniature and 
digitizing the intersecting points. However, this is a labori-
ous task. The last Star Trek film, Star Trek: Insurrection, 
became the first film in the franchise to feature all com-
puter generated 3D spaceships by Santa Barbara Studios. 
Perhaps signifying the death of miniature use as vehicles 
in film production, though occasional use should still exist.

This death knell is further backed by problems in-
volving surrounding elements when capturing miniatures. 
In space, nebulas and other effects could now be done bet-
ter and with greater freedom on computers than by previous 
methods where a nebula might have been simulated using 
various materials in a tank. In the past miniature space-
ships had to be photographed and then the film scanned 
into the computer so effects could be added. A time con-
suming process in itself where further problems surfaced. 
A virtual camera setup animated in computer software 
needs to be matched to the real camera perfectly to cre-
ate a realistic shot. Without a miniature and since no other 
live action footage applies, this work can now be avoided. 
Besides most vehicle shots lack the complexity of massive 
cities, so using digital techniques becomes more efficient.

Sea vessels pose another problem, water. This chal-
lenge was highly evident in the 1971 film Tora! Tora! 
Tora!, which recreated the Day of Infamy as the Japanese 
bombarded Pearl Harbor, igniting the United States en-
try into World War II. Its massive depictions of the raid 
against American battleships and soldiers by Japanese air-
craft earned it the 1971 Academy Award for Best Special 
Visual Effects. While a good deal of the aircraft footage 
came from some great aerial and stunt photography, the 
slew of battleships and attack against Pearl Harbor, in ad-
dition to the Japanese fleet approaching Oahu in a storm, 
were orchestrated using miniatures. The creation of the at-
tack was headed by Special Photographic Effects master 

L.B. Abbott, who won an Oscar for his effects work on the 
original Doctor Dolittle and an Emmy for the cult science 
fiction television series, The Time Tunnel. The special ef-
fects were filmed in a 360 square foot tank originally built 
for the filming of Cleopatra. Recreating realistic ocean 
waves interacting with the miniatures required a clever 
tank setup. British Amphibious forces encountered prob-
lems in simulating the ocean in model experiments due to 
the agitation of water in the tank echoing back into the 
middle producing waves lacking the ocean’s directional 
flow. Their solution, implemented by Abbot, was to angle 
the tank’s sidewalls thirty-degrees so the waves would 
diminish rather than echo. This was extremely important 
since realistic depiction of the ocean’s surface required 
two separate wave patterns. The film crew rolled agitators 
at different intervals to form ground swell and a series of 
small waves over the swells. Different size fans and their 
speeds aimed at the water controlled the size of the waves.

The battleships were positioned in the tank with 
Japanese ships built on the scale of half an inch to a 
foot. American ships were modeled at three-quarter inch 
per foot due to the closer camera shots and pyrotech-
nics involved with American ships sinking in Pearl Har-
bor. Famous incidents such as the battleship Arizona’s 
mast listing forty degrees was implemented by mount-
ing it on an axis in the hull that would cause the mast to 
cant over when the hook in the trip system was released. 
When another ‘take’ was necessary, the mast could quick-
ly and easily be moved back into its normal position.

The intricate models, some aircraft carriers complete 
with miniature planes, averaged forty feet in length and 
took six months to construct. It cost $1 250 000 to build 
and shoot the miniature battle scenes in forty days. The 
special effects work in Tora! Tora! Tora! even holds up 
nearly thirty years later and is probably the best visual de-
piction of the event that caused America to enter World 
War II and changed the course of the world. It also high-
lights the great difficulty simulating water with miniatures.

Visual Effects scenes from, From the Earth to the Moon and 2001: A Space Odyssey



In James Cameron’s $1.8 billion dollar box office 
grossing film Titanic, Visual Effects house Digital Domain 
and supervisor Rob Legato used Arete’s Digital Nature 
Tools software to create digital water. This avoided the 
problems faced by previous effects crews on films such 
as Tora! Tora! Tora! and allowed photorealistic water 
with an enormous range of direct control. A huge array of 
miniatures were developed along with a complete CG ver-
sion of the Titanic modeled by D2’s newly founded NT 
Group using Newtek’s Lightwave software and DEC Al-
pha workstations. This equipment is relatively low cost in 
comparison to the expensive software and SGI hardware 
which had been used by most film visual effects companies 
to date including Digital Domain themselves. Lightwave 
had already shown its capability in the effects of televi-
sion series, Babylon 5 and SeaQuest.  The carefully crafted 
miniatures were superb, and the high detail versions held 
up very well with extremely close camera movement. The 
beauty model, a forty-five foot Titanic replica took five 
months to complete and had a hull built by experienced 
boatwrights that could be broken in half for later sink-
ing. Another eighth scale model was blown apart in the 
center to depict the ship splitting in half under the stress. 
While undoubtedly useful for such shots as the Titanic 
breaking apart, model use was perhaps done more so due 
to the success in using models for previous films and the 
reluctance of some to rely on a digital model. It took six 
months to complete a highly detailed accurate CG model 
of the Titanic, which totals 2.3 million polygons and took 
19 minutes just to load. The high quality and realism of 
the model increased the number of shots it was used in, 
and parts often served as set extensions to the ninety per-
cent scale set constructed in Rosarito, Mexico. The digital 
version could more easily be set up for compositing with 
the full scale set rather than matching the hull component 
of the miniature to fit with the set. Other situations such 
as the camera wildly tracking Rose as she ran across the 
poop deck to the stern of the ship featured the digital set 
due to the camera motion. Matching the digital people to 
move seamlessly across the poop deck of the model ships 
was yet another difficult task for the effects crew and the 

CG version came in handy for these situations. Some shots 
with the people tragically falling off the ship as the stern 
section sunk also utilized the 3D digital version. The CG 
hull of the Titanic was even altered upon request of Cam-
eron in many shots to provide the desired look, resulting 
in a total eighty versions of the hull, showing flexibility 
not attainable by use of physical miniatures. In the end the 
digital version of the Titanic modeled in Lightwave sur-
passed everyone’s expectations and in a video teleconfer-
ence Digital Artist Alan Chan commented, “Cameron said 
that the Lightwave ship looked better than the set and then 
he turned and said it also looked better than the model.”

Cameron’s statement perhaps highlights miniatures 
fall to CGI techniques as the method of creating large 
scale vehicle miniatures. With the considerations neces-
sary, from having an undesirable pylon attachment for 
mounting, to the careful material construction necessary 
for smaller scale models so endure strong film lights under 
constant use, complications abound. However their use in 
the creation of futuristic cities still indicates a desirableout-
let for miniatures. In many instances, miniatures can also 
be constructed faster , are highly useful in deconstructivist 
scenarios and can integrate well with CG models or even 
be used to produce CG models. All this solidifies the posi-
tion of miniatures in the film industry.  With more films 
being created in recent years, the demand for grand scale 
environments and the knowledge that the previously im-
possible vision can somehow come to life, there’s still a 
place for common miniatures use in the years to come.

A hundred plus composite layers were used to recreate the 
Titanic leaving the South Hampton Docks.
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